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20 years of federated infrastructure
 Model designed in 1999

 Uncertainty over network performance, reliability

 Focus on distributing data globally to compute resources

 No concept of data remote from compute

 Quickly evolved
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Major features and capabilities of todays HEP computing 

infrastructures:
• Networks – international and national, private and public

• Data management – key to success, data transfers, storage 

systems, data management tools and data organization

• Compute – provisioning of resources and workload scheduling; 

evolution of types of resources

• AAI (Authentication, Authorization Infrastructure) - the 

mechanism of federation, single sign on, etc.

• Operations support – security, incident response, problem 

tracking, daily operations, upgrade campaigns

• Other common services – software delivery, databases and db

replication/caching, etc.

• Diverse experiment-specific services and tools – applications

WLCG Collaboration



Networks
 OPN – private connections – managed by WLCG

 LHCOne – Virtual Overlay on national academic networks –
managed by NRENs
 Also used by many other “HEP & related” experiments
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Significant transatlantic capacity
Needs of LHC have helped the networking 

community deploy state of the art networking

WAN bandwidth increased x10 

in 10 years



Some lessons and comments
 A trusted federated infrastructure is of tremendous value and importance 

 This is the *key* feature that identifies our collaborative distributed infrastructure 

 Even though the X.509 model was difficult to use and manage

 Security coordination; policies, incident response, vulnerability & threat intelligence is of huge value

 Sociological – inclusivity 

 The network is a fundamental resource and opportunity, not a problem to be solved
 Redundancy and distribution of services as originally foreseen was unnecessary, complex, and expensive

 Today service model is much simplified and streamlined

 Today’s operational structure is very simple – coordination at a high level, no need for the 
heavyweight operations centres

 Distributed data management and storage is expensive – hardware and operations
 Data pre-placement is not an optimal strategy (it is a complex problem)

 Hardware and cost evolution is becoming a serious concern –
 “Moore’s law” as we assumed it is broken

 Future of storage technology is a concern – tape and disk

 The future computational resources are very heterogenous
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Some lessons and comments
 Relationship with network providers has been very important – bi-directional

 Relationship with e-infrastructures has gone through phases

 Their need to serve a broad community means often less responsive to more rapidly 

changing needs and computing models of specific communities like HEP

 There is a low-level layer that can be common across communities (e.g. AAI, procurement 

models, policies), most other aspects today in the domain of the science communities 

 Important to remember when we discuss e.g. EOSC
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Challenges & drivers of change
 HL-LHC scale and timeline

 Cost-effective computing and sustainability essential

 No expectation of increased budgets despite scale of computing needed

 Other sciences reaching similar scales
 Especially in related domains we must co-exist e.g. in data centres

 Cooperation and collaboration is beneficial and natural

 New initiatives for Open Science oblige us to work differently
 Pre-requisite for some funding

 To our advantage long term

 Hardware price/performance has stagnated / flattened. 

 Hardware evolution has accelerated
 For many years we had single architecture, similar cluster-based resources, well defined 

storage models

 Pressure to include HPC, cloud into our computing models

 Network-based computing is ubiquitous – not just for science
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Hardware cost evolution
 Previous assumptions of ~20%/year 

effective cost improvement for CPU & 
storage no longer true

 Market-driven rather than technology 

 Science has no influence on these 
markets
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 We have serious risks:

 Our budget outlooks are constrained

 Risk of technologies disappearing 
 e.g. tape due to market forces

 disk technology future not clear – costs not 
obvious



Challenges & drivers of change
 HL-LHC scale and timeline

 Cost-effective computing and sustainability essential

 No expectation of increased budgets despite scale of computing needed

 Other sciences reaching similar scales
 Especially in related domains we must co-exist e.g. in data centres

 Cooperation and collaboration is beneficial and natural

 New initiatives for Open Science oblige us to work differently
 Pre-requisite for some funding

 To our advantage long term

 Hardware price/performance has stagnated / flattened. 

 Hardware evolution has accelerated
 For many years we had single architecture, similar cluster-based resources, well defined 

storage models

 Pressure to include HPC, cloud into our computing models

 Network-based computing is ubiquitous – not just for science

 All point towards an evolved strategy for the future 
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Evolution of HEP computing
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-018-0018-8 https://cds.cern.ch/record/2621698

https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-018-0018-8
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2621698?ln=en


Authentication, Authorization, Identity

 AAI follows the blueprint of the FIM4R working group

 being implemented across e-infrastructures globally 

 Migration to token-based AAI

 Migration will take time; translation will be needed for 
some time

 EOSC/EOSC-Future will integrate the same model (as 
do other cyber- and e-infrastructures)

 Important to maintain the existing trust networks
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Data Infrastructure
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Data Center
Data 

Center

DOMA project in WLCG  ESCAPE

Ideas picked up in many regions and collaborations

Idea is to localize bulk data in a cloud service 

(Tier 1’s  data lake): 

minimize replication, assure availability; policy driven

Serve data to remote (or local) compute – grid, cloud, HPC, 

etc.
Simple caching is all that is needed at compute site

Works at national, regional, global scales

Model to integrate private and commercial storage – in a 

“RAID” configuration across sites

Solid demonstrations happening, e.g. in ESCAPE and others

shown to work for many experiments not just LHC

 Can ensure FAIRness of scientific data



Heterogeneous computing
 Heterogeneity will be the norm in future

 Use of HPC, encouraged or obliged
 many policy, and practical issues to address

 Use of accelerators or co-processors for specific tasks

 Incorporation of commercial cloud resources (which may 
include the above)

 Cost is still an issue

 In addition new models of compute and storage 
provisioning may be arriving

e.g. dynamic composability of hardware and software systems, 
cluster co-processors etc., storage in the network

Not forgetting quantum computing …

 All of this requires significant investment in software 
and training, as well as policy, scheduling, infrastructure 
and service adaptations
 Maintain flexibility and adaptability

 Close collaboration with other sciences with 
different/complementary needs may help to offset the 
costs

 NB: collaborate to avoid other communities re-inventing 
existing solutions

e.g. HPC inventing data management solutions
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064
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The 2020 European Strategy



Common challenges
 Management of Exabyte- scale science data

 And associated tools, networks, infrastructure

 Move from “simple” x86-like clusters to very heterogenous 
resources
 Use of HPC and Exascale computing resources

 Infrastructures & centres likely to be common between HEP & 
Astronomy, Astroparticle, GW, etc.

 Software challenge – associated with the above
 How to easily move code between various compute resources, 

validate correctness, adapt to new architectures, etc.

 HSF as a collaborative mechanism – lots of interest

 Develop and retain skills in software and computing
 In the scientific community – as well as with specialists

 Issue of recognition in academic environments
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064
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ESFRI and other large RIs in ESCAPE



Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

ESCAPE: Astronomy and Particle Physics ESFRIs

 Aligned expectations:
 Large volume data generators (up to multi-Exabyte scale level)
 “Observatory” and “Facility” type of operation require global open access and long-term 

sustainability of research data 
 The astrophysics and the accelerator-based particle/nuclear physics ESFRI facilities join in a 

multi-probe approach towards the understanding of the Universe
• Addressing expectations of new generation of researchers for a “virtual space” - sharing workflows 

and interoperatable data 
• Acknowledge commitment of scientists (on transversal research)

 Engage with society and citizens 

 Enhance coordination:
 leveraging two major complementary excellences in data stewardship: 

• the astronomy Virtual Observatory infrastructure; 
• long-standing expertise of the HEP community in large-scale distributed computing and big-

data management
 operating a shared open innovation environment, adopting and enhancing FAIR/Open-

Science principles 
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Funded by the European Union’s 
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31 partners (including 2 SMEs)

7 ESFRI projects & landmarks: CTA, ELT, EST, FAIR, HL-LHC, KM3NeT, SKA

2 pan-European International Organizations: CERN, ESO (with their world-
class established infrastructures, experiments and observatories). 

2 European research infrastructures: EGO and JIV-ERIC

1 involved initiative/infrastructure: EURO-VO

4 supporting European consortia: APPEC, ASTRONET, ECFA and NuPECC.

Budget: 15.98 M€

Started: 1/2/2019

Duration: 48 months (end date 31/1/2023) 

Coordinator: CNRS-LAPP

ESCAPE in a nutshell

Formal commitment of their legal entities 
and management boards required by EC 
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

ESCAPE contributions to EOSC
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

Synergies

 The cluster concept (like ESCAPE) is a very successful (network) tool
proposed by the European Commission
 Key ingredients: network + funding + focus + high-level commitment + 

coherence with European policy + multi-disciplines + bottom-up 
researchers’ involvement + training. 

 Science clusters (within the EOSC Association) to build a coordinating
structure;

 Physicists together with data-scientists, researchers in computer science and 
digital SMEs

 Virtual Research Space for open science, R&D and open data uptake. 
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

Broader synergies with other research clusters

https://zenodo.org/record/3675081#.X2R2PJNLhTY

https://zenodo.org/record/4044010#.X2oaYtaxVcs
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Five thematic 
Science Clusters 

founded under 
INFRAEOSC-04-2018 

(80% of ESFRI RIs)
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https://www.projectescape.eu/sites/default/files/Escape_position_statement_web.pdf

Gathering the 
contributions from all
RIs Directors (E-SC) 

https://www.projectescape.eu/sites/default/files/Escape_position_statement_web.pdf


Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

EOSC-Future
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 A new project – started 1st April; 

 Responding to EU H2020 funding call, (INFRAEOSC-03-2020):  
30 months, 40 M euros

 EOSC-Future is a prototype of an integrated EOSC
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Funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 - Grant N° 824064

Integrators:  Cross-cutting Science Projects

 Dark Matter: 
 understand the nature of dark matter by collecting data, analysis pipelines and results from complementary 

astronomy, particle and nuclear physics sources on a broad platform that will be ultimately be hosted on the 
EOSC Portal

 exploit synergies and complementarities across different communities, creating a unique link between dark 
matter as a fundamental science question and the ESCAPE Open Science services needed to answer it

 Extreme Universe: 
 do ‘frontier’ multi-messenger science to understand extreme matter and particle processes in strongly curved 

space-time
 combine astronomy and e-infrastructures and focus on data organisation
 organise data from different wavelengths/messengers - and different types of extreme astrophysical 

transients (SNe, GRBs, FRBs, TDEs) - so that they can be easily gathered, analysed and modelled holistically, 
and not remain fragmented as present
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Linked to two corresponding JENAA EoIs
(with already about 1000 subscribed scientists) 
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European Landscape
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Five thematic 

Science Clusters 
(80% of ESFRI RIs)



NSF vision of Cyberinfrastructure
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Other similar, integrated visions for many national infrastructures



Outlook
 Federated, network-centric computing is even 

more important for the future
 Hardware and software will evolve significantly

 Lots of opportunities arising for efficiency (but also 
complexity)

 Synergies and collaborations across disciplines 
and domains is important and positive – will 
contribute to sustainability 

 HEP should keep at the forefront – and share 
our experience
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